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Leyton  
Lounge & Tables

Leyton offers a sophisticated take on mid- 
century minimalist design. Featuring a simple 
linear silhouette with a polished chrome base, 
Leyton is available with a wood exterior 
surround or fully upholstered with arms or 
armless. Leyton beautifully blends form and 
function- making this series an outstanding 
choice for a broad variety of environments 
including workspace, healthcare and higher-
education.  
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Leyton 
Arm Styles

Leyton Lounge Fully Upholstered Leyton Wood Surround Full Arm

Leyton Wood Surround Armless

Leyton Armless Fully Upholstered 

Cosmopolitan and open, Leyton Armless is inviting, stylish, and a most pleasurable sitting experience. 
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 Leyton    Lounge 
Fully Upholstered 

Durably constructed to provide 
exceptional comfort, Leyton is an 
outstanding choice for high- 
intensity environments such as 
waiting areas and public gathering 
spaces. With an array of optional 
features to choose from, Leyton 
offers superior versatility.
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Leyton 
Tables, Tablets 
& Power TABLET 

Leyton Solid Surface tablet can be specified left or 
right as seated. The tablet can be used alone or 
with solid surface arm cap and is 1/2” thick.

UNDER-MOUNT POWER 
The Under-mount Power unit provides dual 
power/USB outlets for multiple devices. It can be 
located below seats and tables. 

Leyton Lounge with and Table with Sled Base- optional with Behavioral Health modifications.
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LEGS 
Leyton Lounge and Tables feature 
Polished Chrome structural steel legs with 
non-marring glides.

COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY 
Combination upholstery option includes 
more than one upholstery cover within the 
same unit. Back, Seat, Closed or Semi-
closed arm can be specified in a different 
fabric selection.

REMOVABLE & REPLACEABLE COVERS 
Removable seat and back covers can be 
easily removed for cleaning and disinfection 
or replaced if damaged. 

CLEAN OUT 
A clean-out space between the seat and 
back makes for easier cleaning and 
maintenance.

PLUS UPGRADE 
Leyton models feature Plus Upgrade. Plus 
Upgraded seating has been engineered to 
support higher weight capacities, accom-
modating a wider variety of users.

SOLID SURFACE ARM CAP 
Leyton Lounge Full Arm version is available 
with an optional Solid Surface Arm Cap 
providing enhanced durability, protection 
and cleanability for the arms. This is field 
replaceable if it becomes damaged or 
degraded and is available in 8 standard 
colors. 

CASTERS 
Optional on Leyton lounge chairs are four 
- 4" diameter soft wheel swivel locking 
casters, featuring a large, easy-access 
foot activation and release lever. The cast-
er  locks both directionally and rotationally, 
keeping the chair securely in place when 
locked. Note: lounge chairs with casters 
are not designed or intended as patient 
transport devices.

PUSH BAR 
This is an optional feature on Leyton One 
Seat lounge chairs, designed to assist 
caregiving staff in the movement and relo-
cation of the chair. It is Silver Metallic in 
color and retractable for ease of use. The 
Push bar is field replaceable if necessary.

The use of recycled and recyclable materials, combined with environmentally-friendly 
production processes and packaging, have made Leyton a level™-certified product, 
and a contributor to LEED™-driven specifications. Leyton is certified by the 
Greenguard™ standard for indoor air emissions, and it’s unique capability for 
extending product life makes it a responsible environmental choice - and one that will 
provide exceptional return on investment over time.

Leyton 
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Leyton Upholstered, Armless

LEY31NUN LEY32NUN LEY33NUN

Leyton Upholstered, Full Arm

LEY31NUF LEY32NUF LEY33NUF

Leyton S
tatem

ent of Line

LEY31NWN LEY31.5NWN LEY32NWN LEY31NWF LEY31.5NWF LEY32NWF

Leyton Tables

Leyton Wood Surround, Armless Leyton Wood Surround, Full Arm

LEY31.5NUN LEY31.5NUF

LEY33NWN LEY32NWF

LEY4122412  
LEY4182412  
LEY4242412  
LEY4302412  
LEY4362412  
LEY4422412  
LEY4183012  
LEY4243012  
LEY4303012  
LEY4363012  
LEY4423012

LEY4182416  
LEY4242416  
LEY4302416  
LEY4362416  
LEY4422416  
LEY4183016  
LEY4243016  
LEY4303016  
LEY4363016  
LEY4423016

METAL FINISH - Standard
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Glacier White Cameo White Bisque Linen

Antarctica Savannah Dove Deep Night Sky

GROUP GRADE A - WHITE GROUP GRADE A - COLOR

GROUP GRADE B GROUP GRADE C

SOLID SURFACE 

    Polished Chrome



solutions@krug.ca | www.krug.ca | 1.888.578.KRUG

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified
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